
  

Jul 21, 2011    

To whom it may concern:  

I can highly recommend Aulda Thorpe Hayes as a baby nurse. Aulda worked for us as a 
baby nurse for 1 month after our twins were born on May 6, 2011. Aulda is a very 
experienced baby nurse with a very kind and caring demeanor. She made the transition to 
parenthood seem much less daunting. I credit Aulda’s patience and demeanor for making 
the first month of our babies lives very peaceful for us.  

Aulda took care of everything related to our babies and made sure all their needs were 
met. She also took the time to answer our numerous questions and made sure to show us 
how to care for our newborns ourselves. She showed us how to feed, change, bathe,  treat 
a circumcision, care for their bell buttons, as well as to recognize their needs based upon 
their behavior. Aulda kept a log of all of the babies’ daily activities for the entire time she 
was with us. Aulda is a consummate professional – quiet and hard working, but she is 
also a very warm and loving person. When left my children with Aulda. I knew they 
would be safe and cared for as though I was there.  

Both of my twins responded well to her, and my husband and I both hold her in the 
highest regard. Choosing someone to care for your newborn babies is a very important 
decision and not one to be made lightly. Aulda is a wonderful choice. She is trustworthy, 
intelligent, experienced and a warm and caring person. She has left us well prepared to 
the raising of our twin newborns. She has instilled in us a confidence in managing our 
twins that will last us a life time.  

Sincerely,  

Sherry & Donald 
Summit, NJ 


